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Goddess Bedtime Stories from Athena's Home Novelties Review & Giveaway

I haven't really gotten into erotica. I have read a few excerpts from books in various
magazines. But I haven't purchased any books for myself. That all is about to change
now that I know what happens after the magazine excerpt ends! I recently received a
copy of Goddess Bedtime Stories: 21 Tales to Keep You Up All Night from Athena's

Home Novelties! This book has 21 stories sure to get you hot and heavy! The stories
give you an up close and personal account of the writer's most passionate and erotic
stories!
I thought I would see what this book was all about. The first story I read was written by
Athena founder Jennifer Jolicoeur. She told a tantalizing tale about what happened when
her beloved vibrator broke while staying in Orlando. I won't give away the details, but I
will say that her lust for the real thing turned her solo night in, into an sexual adventure at
the Dew Drop Inn. This story was a good read and I didn't want to put it down!

One thing I like about the various stories is that they aren't too long. It gives you enough
to get you going and help you get where you are wanting to go! I also like how they
divided up the stories into different chapters. This allows you to choose the stories that
are best for you! This book is a great one for anyone, whether it is your first erotica book
or you're a long time erotica reader! And it is exclusively from Athena's!
Athena's offers so much more than just erotica! This is a great place to shop online, and
you can also join as a Goddess or Adonis and become a rep! You can offer in home
parties for personal shopping with your friends! This is a great way to shop in person
without going to a sex store! Let them bring the goods to you! It is also a great way to
make some money!!
About Athena's:
Athena's is the dream of Jennifer Jolicoeur. After five years in the adult novelty in-home
party plan industry as a distributor, she decided to create her own company - one that
worked as a family unit with its distributors - a company based upon a distinctive
sisterhood. Thus, Athena's Home Novelties was born. Incorporated in 1998, and based in
Woonsocket, RI, Athena's is one of the country's premier adult novelty party plan
companies with over 1,700 active Goddesses operating in 40 states across the country.
You can purchase Goddess Bedtime Stories for $16.95 by clicking here!

Want to win your own copy of Goddess Bedtime Stories? Here is how to win!:
MANDATORY ENTRY 2 PARTS MUST BE DONE FOR THE ENTRY AND EXTRA
ENTRIES TO COUNT:
PART 1: Tell me one product that caught your eye at athenashn.com! Leave your
answer in your comment!
PART 2: Follow me via Google Friend Connect
You must put both parts in the SAME comment and include your GFC name for
the entry to count. Also must include an email to contact you to win, unless it is
visible on your blogger profile.
No email=no prize!
For all other entries, leave a separate comment for each entry, and if it says more than
entry for doing something, leave an individual comment for each of those entries and
label them #1 #2 and so forth.
Have questions? Email Gee Spot Reviews!
Extra Entries:
Like Gee Spot Reviews on Facebook leave me your Facebook name in the Comment 1
extra entry
Like Athena's Home Novelties on Facebook leave me your Facebook name in the
Comment 1 extra entry
If you get a friend to like us on Facebook, you get an extra entry! One entry per friend
that likes my page! THIS IS AN UNLIMITED ENTRY Just say in your comment that
you got a person to like and what their name is! 1 extra entry each
Follow @athenashn on Twitter and leave your twitter name in the comment 1 extra entry
Follow @GeeSpotReviews on Twitter and leave your twitter name in the comment 1
extra entry
Tweet about this giveaway up to 5 times daily for entries. leave me the link to your tweetYour Tweet Must include @GeeSpotReviews @athenashn and the link to this contest.
tweets must be at least 1 hour apart for entry. 1 extra entry for each tweet.
Subscribe to our email updates, via google reader, or via RSS feed , 1 extra entry for each
Blog about this contest, including a link back to this giveaway worth 5 extra entries.
Leave me the link to the blog post in your comments
Contest begins now and ends February 28, 2011 at 11:59 PM PST. Winner will be
selected via Random.org and will be notified by email. Winner must respond within 48
hours or forfeits prize. Open to US Only!

Athena's Home Novelties provided me with a copy of this book for a review on my blog.
I was not obligated to give a positive review. I was not compensated in any other way for
this post. Photos from Athena's Home Novelties
Posted by Lisa Moore Gee at 12:56 PM
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